Impact of non-motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease: a PMDAlliance survey
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Purpose: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is associated with non-motor symptoms (NMS) that can cause progressive disability and impact quality of life of people with PD (PwP) and increase burden on care partners. This survey was designed to evaluate the prevalence, impact, and educational preferences regarding NMS on PwP and their care partners.

Patients and methods: A 17-question survey was sent to the total membership of PMDAlliance, a nonprofit organization reaching 3,685 households of PwP. Care partners and other interested individuals could also respond. The survey was conducted using SurveyMonkey, an online survey platform, and included distinct questions for respondents with and without NMS.

Results: A total of 700 individuals responded to the survey. Of the respondents, 378 (54%) were care partners and 287 (41%) were PwP. About 90% of the respondents reported having experience with NMS in PwP, including sleep problems (84%), cognitive symptoms (76%), anxiety (65%), depression (56%), hallucinations (40%), and delusions (23%). NMS in PwP were reported by more care partners (97%) than PwP (80%). NMS had at least some impact on quality of life for 84% of the respondents; 48% indicated that NMS represented a greater challenge than motor symptoms. Care partners were more likely than PwP to report that NMS were more challenging than motor symptoms (58% vs 32%). Respondents with and without NMS indicated a desire for NMS education.

Conclusion: This survey underscores the significant impact of NMS on the quality of life of PwP and highlights the need for improved recognition and education about its effects.
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Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common and complex neurodegenerative disease traditionally characterized by progressive motor symptoms, including bradykinesia, rigidity, and tremor.1 However, PD is also associated with numerous non-motor symptoms (NMS), such as cognitive impairment, neuropsychiatric symptoms, sleep disorders, and olfactory dysfunction, some of which may precede the development of motor dysfunction.1,2 Moreover, the NMS of PD may have a greater impact on quality of life than motor symptoms and are significantly associated with reduced well-being.2-5 In fact, in advanced PD, NMS are an important determinant of loss of independence and residential placement of people with PD (PwP) outside their homes.3,6 Consequently, NMS contribute substantially to the burden of PwP and their care partners.4 Studies have reported that the care partner burden associated with PD is primarily dependent on PwP’s NMS and is correlated with NMS severity.7,8

The incidence and impact of NMS of PD have been extensively documented in observational studies of PwP3,5,9 and more recently in innovative studies that utilized a
clinimetric approach for evaluating the severity of NMS affecting PwP.\textsuperscript{10–15} However, few reports of the burden of NMS from the perspectives of PwP or their care partners are available. Furthermore, evidence of the burden of NMS in the real world, outside the context of a clinical trial or a physician’s office, is even rarer.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of NMS on PwP and care partners using an online survey addressed directly to potential respondents and not mediated by health care professionals. In this survey, responses provided by PwP and care partners were evaluated as a single respondent data set and as separate subgroups.

Methods
Design
This was a survey among members of the Parkinson and Movement Disorders Alliance (PMDAlliance), a nonprofit organization that promotes the daily health and well-being of PwP and their care partners. The objective of the survey was to better understand the perceptions, experiences, and educational needs of patients with NMS of PD and their care partners. The survey was conducted using Survey Monkey, an online survey platform, between March 19, 2018 and March 31, 2018. Potential respondents were solicited via e-mail 3 times in the course of 10 days. In order to ensure unique responses, respondents were only allowed to submit one questionnaire entry.

Study population
The target study population and potential respondents were the members of PMDAlliance, which includes PwP and their care partners. At the time of the survey, there were 3,685 names in the membership list of the PMDAlliance; 48% were PwP, 48% were care partners, and 4% were “other” (including health care professionals and non–care partners’ adult children); approximately 75% of this population is >65 years of age. Care partners are defined as unpaid individuals (usually family members or close friends) who have assumed the primary responsibility for assisting PwP in managing their health. PwP and care partners were included in the study population regardless of their experience of NMS. In addition, the care partners who responded to the survey were not necessarily the care partners of the PwP who responded to the survey.

Endpoints
Two separate sets of questions were developed: one set for respondents who answered affirmatively to a question gauging whether they or their care recipient with PD currently experienced NMS and a second set of questions for respondents who indicated no current experience with NMS. Both sets of questions are included in Online Supplementary Table 1.

Statistical analyses
Responses were tabulated, analyzed, and reported as percentages. The Student t-test was used to compare responses across groups of respondents and evaluate statistical significance of the differences. There was no adjustment for multiple comparisons.

Results
Respondents
The survey was addressed to the total membership of the PMDAlliance (approximately N=3,685). A total of 700 respondents completed the survey, either totally or partially. Sample sizes vary from question to question because not all respondents completed all questions included in the survey. Of the 700 respondents, 54% were care partners and 41% were PwP. The remaining 5% were non–care partners/family members of PwP or “others.” Given that the vast majority of respondents who were not PwP were care partners, we refer to the nonpatient group as “care partners” in this report.

Among the 700 respondents, 90% reported that the PwP experienced NMS. Notably, a greater percentage of care partners reported NMS than did PwP (97% vs 80%).

Reported NMS
Overall, more than half of respondents (responses pooled for 573 PwP and care partners) reported sleep problems or excessive tiredness (84%), cognitive challenges (76%), anxiety (65%), or depression (56%) among PwP (ie, reported by PwP themselves or their care partners). Respondents also reported a high prevalence of hallucinations (40%) and delusions (23%) among PwP (ie, reported by PwP themselves or their care partners) (Figure 1).

There were differences in reported NMS prevalence in PwP between care partners and PwP, with care partners reporting higher prevalence across all symptoms except sleep problems or excessive tiredness (reported by 84% of the care partners vs 85% of the PwP). The differences in reported NMS prevalence between care partners (357 respondents) and PwP (216 respondents) were statistically significant for cognitive challenges (84% vs 62%), anxiety
(69% vs 57%), depression (59% vs 50%), hallucinations (51% vs 23%), and delusions (32% vs 8%) (Figure 1).

Among respondents with NMS experience, as PwP or care partners (579 respondents), the onset of NMS occurred within the first 3 years after PD diagnosis for more than half (53%), and within the first 5 years after diagnosis for 72%. The reported onset of NMS appeared to be largely similar for affected PwP, whether reported by them or by their care partners.

Management

Responses indicated that most PwP routinely visited a movement disorder specialist for PD management (70% of 656 respondents, PwP or care partners). The responses of PwP and care partners regarding the health care providers responsible for managing PD were largely similar.

NMS impact

NMS had some, quite a bit, or very much of a negative impact on quality of life for PwP according to 84% of the respondents (570 respondents, PwP or care partners). About 20% of the respondents indicated that NMS impacted or disrupted quality of life “very much.” However, more care partners (352 respondents) than PwP (210 respondents) indicated that NMS had either “very much” of an impact (28% vs 7%) or “quite a bit” of an impact (38% vs 26%) on quality of life while more PwP than care partners (42% vs 24%) stated that NMS had “some” impact on quality of life.

When asked to qualify the specific impact of NMS on daily life (545 respondents, PwP or care partners), more than half of respondents indicated that NMS had some negative impact or a high negative impact on running errands outside of the home (53%), completing household chores (53%), completing self-care (72%), making plans with friends and family (57%), socializing with friends and family (58%), going out to restaurants (69%), and going out to movies (61%), as shown in Figure 2A and B. A comparison of responses revealed that more PwP than care partners indicated that NMS had a “high negative impact” or “some negative impact” on daily routines and planning/socializing.

Perceptions of NMS

Overall (565 respondents, PwP or care partners) nearly half of respondents (48%) indicated that NMS represent a greater challenge than motor symptoms (Figure 3). However, a greater percentage of care partners (354 respondents) reported that NMS were more or much more challenging than motor symptoms compared with responses from PwP (211 respondents), 58% vs 32%. Despite the perceived impact of NMS, 50% of the respondents (37% of the PwP and 48% of the care partners) indicated that their friends and family had very little or no understanding of the impact of PD on daily living.

Educational preferences

Among the subgroup of respondents who had not experienced NMS or who had not seen it in the PwP they cared for (66 respondents, PwP or care partners), approximately
half (48%) indicated that they had received some education on NMS by their health care provider (Figure 4A). When questioned about their preferred timing for receiving information about NMS, nearly half (47%) indicated “at the very beginning” (eg, soon after diagnosis). However, approximately one-third (33%) stated that they...
did not wish to receive education until the onset of NMS symptoms or after living with PD for a few years. Care partners seemed to favor receiving education later in the course of PD than did PwP themselves (Figure 4B).

Overall, the majority of respondents (585 respondents, PwP or care partners, regardless of NMS experience) wanted to receive education about cognitive symptoms (72%) and sleep problems (67%). Respondents also indicated a desire for education about anxiety (48%), depression (42%), hallucinations (36%), or delusions (28%). More respondents in the care partner group than in the PwP group indicated a desire for education about NMS, and the between-group differences were statistically significant for cognitive challenges, hallucinations, and delusions.

**Discussion**

The results of this survey highlight the significant impact of NMS on the quality of life and daily living of PwP, as reported by them and/or care partners. Because the survey was conducted online without the supervision of health care providers, included a relatively large number of respondents, and solicited distinct responses from PwP and care partners, the results provide a unique perspective on the burden of NMS in PD. These findings are particularly relevant given recent evidence indicating that NMS are key contributors to the burden of PD among PwP and care partners. Recognizing and alleviating the burden of care partners could improve their quality of life and enable PwP to remain in the community for longer periods of time.

Interestingly, the results of this survey reveal that care partners reported NMS more frequently than did PwP themselves. Differences in the frequency of NMS reports were greatest for cognitive and neuropsychiatric symptoms, such as hallucinations and delusions. Care partners are often in a unique position to detect subtle psychiatric and cognitive changes in their care recipients and might observe these changes before the PwP themselves. Their accounts could also be useful to clinicians treating PD, whose attention might be more focused on the typical motor symptoms than the behavioral and cognitive NMS of PD.

Although the higher rates of reported NMS by care partners could be attributable, in part, to their greater motivation to respond to surveys regarding NMS than care partners of patients without NMS, these findings are consistent with those of other studies and surveys investigating care partners as proxy symptom reporters, which indicate that care partners tend to report a greater severity of symptoms than the patients themselves. Nonetheless, PwP recognized the substantial impact of NMS on their daily routines and social activities. In fact, a greater proportion of respondents in the PwP group reported that NMS had a negative impact on their daily routines and social activities than respondents in the care partner group, suggesting that there might be discordance in perceptions of the impact of NMS on daily life in PD between PwP and care partners.

Another noteworthy finding is that a greater proportion of PwP report substantial impact of NMS on concrete activities of daily living or social interaction than care partners. This could be reflective of discordance between perception of general symptoms vs tangible effects on actual activities, which—in turn—may be a relevant distinction to keep in mind when physicians try to gain a full perspective on the overall experience of PwP, whether described by themselves or their care partners.

Recently, a clinimetric approach was utilized to evaluate not only prevalence but also severity of psychiatric symptoms in PD. Results indicated that the most severe psychiatric symptoms were somatization, anxiety, phobic anxiety, psychoticism, and neurasthenia (apathy). Somatization was particularly prominent and thought to reflect “distress related to the subjective perception of bodily dysfunctions”. Phobic anxiety is a marker of impairment in a number of day-to-day functions of patients with PD: being afraid to travel or to go out of home alone. These symptoms are likely to negatively affect the daily life of patients with PD.

Finally, another interesting but rarely investigated topic explored by our survey is the educational preferences of patients and care partners regarding NMS. Previous studies have identified disease education as an overall gap in PD care, a gap that could affect adherence to treatment. It has been traditionally thought that early conversations with patients and their care partners about PD symptoms could help avoid uncertainty and assist in long-term planning. However, among respondents without NMS or experience in caring for PwP with NMS, only 46% preferred to receive NMS education “at the very beginning” of the illness or soon after PD was diagnosed, whereas one-third preferred to receive education only after the onset of symptoms or after living with PD for a few years. These preferences could be particularly relevant to health care practitioners with regard to how to frame conversations about sensitive topics and how to set priorities for discussions with PwP and care partners. It may be generally valuable for PwP and their care partners to
be aware of the possibility of NMS early on in their disease course to avoid misattribution of symptoms, but the results of this survey show that, for some patients, deeper education may be preferable later in the disease course.

Our survey had several important limitations. Not all relevant NMS, such as gastrointestinal and urinary disturbances, were specifically addressed in the questionnaire. Additionally, the questionnaire captured limited demographic information other than specifics related to NMS. The age, sex, duration of PD, concomitant illnesses, and medication use of the surveyed or cared-for PwP were not assessed and are not known. The overall frame of reference is that of the PMDAAlliance membership, which includes a largely elderly population. As self-selected members of the PMDAAlliance, respondents of the survey may not have been fully representative of PwP and their care partners in the community at large (eg, the proportion of PwP cared for by movement disorders specialists was relatively high compared with prior reports). We also cannot be certain that the PwP group and the patient group reported by caregivers were equivalent. The survey compared answers between PwP and care partners of different family units; given that the clinical details of the PwP who responded and of the PwP for which the care partners responded are not known, it is possible that differences in perception of NMS between PwP and care partners may be due to differences in disease severity or other characteristics. In addition, our study was limited by the fact that respondents with and without NMS answered different questions, particularly regarding their educational preferences. Understanding the educational preferences and their potential differences regarding NMS in PwP with and without NMS and their care partners would have provided an interesting perspective across the PD spectrum, regardless of the type of NMS. Lastly, only 700 of the 3,685 potential respondents answered the survey. Despite its limitations, our survey provides valuable insights into understanding the needs, perspectives, and preferences of PwP and their care partners concerning NMS in PD. Given the substantial impact of NMS on quality of life and care partner burden, addressing NMS should be a regular priority in discussions between healthcare providers, patients, and care partners.

Conclusions
The outcomes of this survey provide a valuable contribution to a better understanding of the needs, perspectives, and preferences of PwP and care partners related to NMS in PD. Given their substantial impact on patients’ quality of life and care partner burden, addressing NMS should be a regular priority in discussions between healthcare providers, patients, and care partners.
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